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Holographic Vision Board 
The Holographic Vision Board is a multi-dimensional interface to enter your goals and visions.  It 
is fluidic in nature with bright light and golden grids, always moving with rhythm, like a fabric 
floating with the wind, pulsating and sending out solution matrix to you.  It takes your inputs, 
defined parameters and objectives for your goals and visions that you want to accomplish, so you 
can use the Holographic Vision Board to define all of your goals and visions.   

Your access to launch and execute The Holographic Vision Board has been enabled after your 
purchase and it will be installed for you as you listen to the recording.  While the installation takes 
place, it is recommended that you notice your thoughts, feelings, emotions and any sensation you 
may experience.  This way, you can gradually develop your skills to notice the flow of energy and 
information.  You can apply this tool for any of your timelines. 

 

Installation instructions 
Please listen to the accompanying recording to install the Holographic Vision Board for you.  You 
only need to install the tool once. 

 

Activation 
Activation Phrase:  Activate the Holographic Vision Board 

You  can execute it anytime by saying, thinking or intending “Activate the Holographic Vision 
Board.”  The activation command launches the Holographic Vision Board in front of you.  Please use 
it often to develop your interaction with it. 

 

Description of Tasks 

1) Holographic Vision Board is a multi-dimensional object that is fluidic in nature with bright 
light and golden grids, always moving with rhythm, like a fabric floating with the wind, 
pulsating and sending out solution matrix to the users.   

2) It takes user defined parameters and objectives for goals and visions for what you want to 
accomplish.   

3) It first releases any disharmony that exists between you and your goals and harmonizes the 
patterns so that you can receive the results and solutions in the fastest way preserving the 
highest love, light, joy, harmony, healing, truth and abundance.   

4) The Holographic Vision Board then runs a transformative algorithm to disconnect harmful 
morphic fields and produce options that are in most harmony with you.  The solutions then 
get integrated with your personal energy field for manifestation. 
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5) All changes happen in the most harmonious way for an individual and with each step, the 
body holds more light and the individual moves toward a higher consciousness. 

 

How to Use the Holographic Vision Board 
 

1) Create a sacred space of neutrality and non-judgment by activating the Harmonic Shield 
around you if you have not done so already.  You can launch it by using the command 
“Activate the Harmonic Shield”.  A free version of this Harmonic Shield can be downloaded 
by subscribing to Life Harmonized email newsletters. 

2) Launch the Holographic Vision Board by saying “Activate the Holographic Vision Board” 
3) Place your goals on the Holographic Vision Board.  You can directly project your goals or 

drag and drop your written/typed goals onto the Holographic Vision Board.  The Vision 
Board has 2 columns – your goals are displayed in the left column. 

4) The Holographic Vision Board extracts the current patterns and the relationship between 
you and your goals to generate options that are in harmony with your life purpose 

5) The Holographic Vision Board then disconnects you from morphic fields that are not 
beneficial or harmful for you.  These morphic fields are displayed in the right column.  
Morphic fields are fields of group consciousness powered by massive number of people.  
They are very powerful, so you would always want to disconnect from the ones that are not 
beneficial for you.  At the bottom of the right column, there is a button that says “disconnect 
all.”  Press that button in your mind or just think “disconnect” to disconnect yourself from 
morphic fields that are not beneficial or harmful for you.   

6) The Holographic Vision Board then creates connections with morphic fields that are higher 
in vibration and are in alignment with you and your goals for the highest good 

7) A new solution matrix and connections are then generated and integrated for you 
8) Close the Holographic Vision Board 
9) The process is complete.  Notice what changes for you and around you.  Allow the 

information to show up for you.  How long it takes to manifest depends on your alignment.  
Do not doubt your ability to manifest or receive by thinking about past goals that you did 
not accomplish.  This only delays the process.  Instead, review the goals that you have 
accomplished in life whether they are small or big. 

Stay as detached as possible and allow the process of manifestation. 

Thank you for helping us to raise our collective consciousness. 
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